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Around 550 B.C. the small state of Persia (south Iran) began to expand until by the 470s it 

dominated almost all the known world from the Aegean to Central Asia, from Egypt to 

Pakistan. This is often called the 'Achaemenid empire' to distinguish it from later empires in 

Iran such as the Parthian and Sassanian ones. 'Achaemenid' was the name of the ruling 

dynasty (like, for example, the Tudors in England); members of this Persian royal family 

ruled the empire for over two hundred years until it was conquered by Alexander of 

Macedon (between 334 and 323 B.C.). This great empire was not the first one in the known 

history of the world, but it was much larger than any of its predecessors. 

 

Beginning with Cyrus the Great, the Persians conquered their neighbours to the north and 

east and all the large states to the west such as Babylonia, Egypt and Lydia. The cultures, 

resources and skills of the conquered areas enriched Persia, and helped to influence the way 

the Persians developed their own forms of government. The creation of this huge state was 

not, of course, a smooth process. There were setbacks in expansion, for example, in Sudan, 

in Central Asia and (best known from Herodotus' Histories) in European Greece. There was a 

major internal power struggle in 522/1 in which Darius I seized the throne. This unleashed a 

series of revolts that threatened to tear the new empire apart. But by the later part of his 

son Xerxes' reign, these problems had been weathered quite successfully. 

 

The satrapy system 

 

All the empire's territory was divided into provinces, called 'satrapies’ (from an Iranian word 

khshaiapavan = 'protector of empire'). These were very large and governed by a satrap who 

was usually Persian. He lived in the provincial capital, which was often the old royal centre 

of a conquered state; e.g. in Egypt the satrapal residence was Memphis, in Lydia it was 

Sardis, in Babylonia, Babylon. In these centres the tax was collected and either stored for 

local needs (e.g. the governor's expenses) or sent on to the royal capitals. Records of 

petitions from subjects, royal decisions and decrees were kept here. There was also a palace 

which the satraps used, but it was also maintained for the king's use on visits. Such palaces 

are known to have existed at Memphis, Sardis, Babylon, Damascus, Ecbatana and 

Maracanda: the remains of one have been found in Babylon. In the Achaemenid homeland 

itself were the great royal centres: the old city of Susa was extensively rebuilt for the royal 

court. Pasargadae and Persepolis were new, lavish cities founded, respectively, by kings 

Cyrus and Darius I. 



 

'Subsidiarity' 

 

Although all this territory was subject to the Persian king and his appointed governors, not 

all places could be ruled in exactly the same way. There were, for example, people living in 

small, scattered communities in high mountains against whom it was very hard to fight as 

they knew the mountains well and had lots of hiding places. As they were also rather poor it 

was hardly worth the expense to mount wars against them. But, of course, a way of getting 

along with them had to be worked out, so that royal armies, messengers and merchants 

would not be molested when they had to cross the mountains. So the king regularly gave 

the leaders of these people gifts which expressed his goodwill towards them. By accepting 

them the mountain-dwellers were put under an obligation not to cause him problems and 

even helped him by providing soldiers for his army. The Persian authorities had similar 

problems with some of the people living in the deserts, such as the Arabs and Scythians. 

These, too, were solved by allowing them some independence and freedom from Persian 

attacks. In return they supplied soldiers for the imperial armies and the Arabs even gave the 

king regular large presents of valuable incense. 

 

Some places, such as Egypt and Babylonia, had three thousand year old political and 

religious traditions of which the Persian king had to take notice in order to make his rule 

acceptable to the local population. They were very careful to do this and, in Egypt, for 

example, the Persian ruler was represented just like earlier Egyptian pharaohs worshipping 

Egyptian gods. 

 

Because the satrapies were large, they included different communities living, at a local level, 

according to their own customs. For example, in Abarnahara, the cities of Jerusalem and 

Samaria had their own governor and temple organisation, and the Phoenician cities of Sidon 

and Tyre were ruled by local kings. But all of them had to obey the satrap in Damascus. 

 

Stability of empire 

 

At first sight it might seem that this meant that the Persian empire was weak and could 

easily fall apart. But in fact it held together surprisingly well. The only serious loss it suffered 

was Egypt which broke away in 401 but was recovered in 343. There were recurring 

problems along frontiers – always the vulnerable spot of any state – but these were 

generally dealt with successfully. Most significant is that after the 470s, the known revolts in 

the empire were actually struggles within the Achaemenid family for the throne, not bids for 

independence by one or other bit of the empire. 

 

How did the Persians succeed in controlling such a large, varied empire? It seems to have 

remained the rule, right through the empire's existence, that only members of the Persian 



aristocracy were appointed to the top posts in government and army. But these Persian 

nobles gradually forged links with members of important families in conquered territories, 

especially through marriages with locals. So many high-ranking 'Persians' might more and 

more frequently have had a Persian father, but a non-Persian mother. It was also possible 

for the king to reward a non-Persian for services rendered by giving him a wife from a noble 

Persian family and granting the children of this marriage the right to be counted as Persians. 

In this way wealthier (and luckier) non-Persian subjects stood a chance of getting a share in 

imperial power. 

 

Tax 

 

Lower down the social scale, people were given plots of land by the Persian government. In 

return they were expected to supply a soldier as and when required. Records of these were 

kept and the holders were not allowed to sell the land – it could only be passed on to 

descendants. As the conquests ceased, the need for general call-up declined; so, in place of 

a soldier, tax was expected to be paid on the land. Mercenaries from areas bordering the 

empire (e.g. Greece) could be used instead to fulfil any immediate needs, such as policing 

frontiers. But mercenaries were only a supplement to the Persian forces; when Alexander 

attacked the empire, the king was able to mobilise huge armies made up of his subjects 

against him. 

 

The empire was criss-crossed by a system of royal roads linking all the main centres. They 

were guarded by a regular series of posting stations that held supplies for travellers of fresh 

horses, fodder and food. Royal messengers could carry important mail very quickly using 

these facilities. The sixteen hundred miles between Susa and Sardis could be traversed 

inside a week by express couriers travelling night and day; a more leisurely convoy would 

take three months. Written permission to use the supplies held at the road-stations was 

given by the king and members of the imperial government, and debited to the estates of 

the person issuing the permit. 

 

Many Persian aristocrats, the royal family and people who had performed distinguished 

services were granted the income of landed estates. Some of them, such as the queen, had 

incomes from land in many imperial provinces, and managed them through local stewards. 

Others had more modes: holdings where they lived with their families and servants in small 

castles, with soldiers owning plots attached to the estate. These could be called up rapidly 

with torch-signals in the event of a surprise raid. The king, too, owned great tracts of land 

throughout the empire carefully laid out with avenues of trees, well supplied with water and 

sometimes containing exotic wild animals. These 'paradeisoi' (a Persian word) were a typical 

feature of Persian life; the palaces at Pasargadae were set amidst great formal parks. 

 

 



Here is the beginning of the great Behistun inscription set up by Darius l. 

 

I am Darius the Great King, King of Kings, King in Persia, King of countries, son of Hystaspes, 

grandson of Arsames, an Achaemenian. 

 

Saith Darius the King: My father was Hystaspes; Hystaspes' father was Arsames: Arsames' 

father was Ariaramnes; Ariaramnes' father was Teispes; Teispes' father was Achaemenes. 

 

Saith Darius the King: For this reason we are called Achaemenians. From long ago we have 

been noble. From long ago our family had been kings. 

 

Saith Darius the King: VIII of our family (there are) who were kings afore; I am the ninth; IX 

in succession we have been kings. 

 

Saith Darius the King: By the favor of Ahuramazda I am King; Ahuramazda bestowed the 

kingdom upon me. 

 

Saith Darius the King: These are the countries which came unto me; by the favor of 

Ahuramazda I was king of them: Persia, Elam, Babylonia, Assyria, Arabia, Egypt, (those) who 

are beside the sea, Sardis, lonia, Media, Armenia, Cappadocia, Parthia, Drangiana, Aria, 

Chorasmia, Bactria, Sogdiana, Gandara, Scythia, Sattagydia, Arachosia, Maka: in all, XXIII 

provinces. 

 

Saith Darius the King: These are the countries which came unto me; by the favor of 

Ahuramazda they were my subjects; they bore tribute to me: what was said unto them by 

me either by night or by day, that was done. 

 

The great king 

 

At the apex of the empire stood the king. In formal proclamations, he was the king of kings, 

ruler of the earth, an Iranian, a Persian, and member of the Achaemenid family. Usually the 

eldest, legitimate son was chosen to succeed his father, but this was not a constitutional 

law; a younger son could be chosen as crown-prince if the king thought he was more 

suitable. When the king died, the crown-prince had to make sure that the body was taken 

back to Persepolis. It was carried in a sumptuously decorated hearse which crowds of 

people came to admire, then buried in a tomb close to his predecessors. 

 

The coronation of the new king took place in Pasargadae. Here was Cyrus' tomb where he 

was honoured as founder of the empire. In keeping with this, the king-to-be underwent a 

ritual that commemorated Cyrus: he put on the dress Cyrus had worn before becoming king, 



he ate bitter herbs and drank sour milk – perhaps recalling the simple food Cyrus was 

thought to have eaten before his legendary rise to greatness. Only after this was he adorned 

with the royal robe and star-encrusted head-dress, and presented to the people in all his 

kingly glory. 

 

Stories, royal inscriptions and pictures emphasise the bravery of the king as a soldier and 

hunter. As a boy he received, together with the sons of the Persian nobility, a special 

education away from home: it included tough training in fighting, hunting and general 

survival skills (including gardening). They were also instructed in Persian myths and legends 

by a group of wise men, the magi. Part of this education consisted in learning 'to tell the 

truth'. 'Truth' is a translation of the Persian word 'aria', which also meant the divinely 

created 'order' of the world, as opposed to 'chaos/falsehood' which could destroy it. The 

king was thought to have been entrusted by the supreme Persian god, Ahuramazda, to 

uphold this world-order. So it is possible that learning to tell the 'truth' meant for young 

Persians learning to know their duty towards the gods and the king who guarded this sacred 

order. This duty consisted in unswerving loyalty to the ruler: total obedience, protecting him 

at the cost of one's own life, making sure that the empire he had been appointed to rule 

remained safe and prospered. People who rendered outstanding service to the king stood 

the chance of being raised to a high position. Such royal marks of favour were various: a 

special dress, beautiful jewellery, a fine horse, a gold cup, income from an estate for life, a 

princess in marriage, the right to greet the king with a kiss. 

 

Royal virtues 

 

All privilege and wealth were entirely dependent on the king who was an absolute ruler. He 

was not subject to any legal restrictions – he himself embodied and upheld law and order. 

But this did not allow him to behave just as he wished; it meant that he had to protect his 

loyal subjects, ensure they were fairly treated, and punish those promoting 'chaos', i.e. 

traitors and rebels. One of the finest summaries of the Persian royal virtues is contained in a 

royal inscription: 

 

A great god is Ahuramazda who created this excellent work which one sees; who created 

happiness for man; who bestowed wisdom and energy up on Darius the king. Says Darius the 

king: by the favour of Ahuramazda I am of such a kind that I am a friend to what is right; l 

am no friend to what is wrong. It is not my wish that the weak has wrong done to him 

because of the mighty; it is not my wish that the mighty has wrong done to him because of 

the weak. What is right, that is my wish. I am no friend of the man who is a follower of the 

Lie. I am not hot-tempered. When I feel anger rising, I keep it under control by my mental 

power. I control my impulses firmly. The man who co-operates, him do I reward according to 

his co-operation. He who does harm, him I punish according to the damage. It is not my wish 

that a man does harm, it is certainly not my wish that a man if he does harm should go 



unpunished. What a man says against another man, that does not convince me, until I have 

heard testimony (?) from both parties. What a man does or performs according to his 

powers, satisfies me; therewith I am satisfied and it gives me great pleasure and I am very 

satisfied, and give much to loyal men. 
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